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BE Summits  is proud to announce the 'Global IoT Conclave' which is scheduled to take 
place on the 25th of November,2016 in Mumbai, India at The Lalit Mumbai. This will be an 
intense summit filled with analyst insights and case studies aimed at understanding how 
India is poised to become a leading IoT market. 
 
At the end of the year 2015 India over took China as the fastest growing large economy in 
the world while its expected to surpass Germany and Japan by 2019, As India surpasses 
these nations in economy it is also set to go digital as it aims to build smart cities. IOT is 
going to play a major role in creating a digital India comprised of self sustaining     
information systems with little human intervention. 
 
“Internet of Things” stylized “IoT” is the internetworking of physical devices, vehicles, 
buildings and other items embedded with electronics, sensors, actuators & networks that 
enable these objects to exchange data creating opportunities for more direct integration of 
the physical world into computer based systems resulting in more efficiency, accuracy and 
economic benefit. 
 
This one day forum will host over 120 Key decision makers from the Manufacturing, 
Transportations, Healthcare and BFSI sectors who look forward to sharing their views on 
the impact of IoT in their respective sectors.  
  

IOT League have helped us in setting up a platform that is ideal for marketing and branding 
as well, making this a must attend for the year. 
 

BE Summits, is a unique first party event organizer and our team boasts of having worked 
with over 300 of the Fortune 500 companies across the world.  We aim to inspire moments 
of Creativity, Optimism and Longevity while knowledge sharing is given the front row at all 
our forums that are hosted across the globe on a variety of topics. 
 

For partnership opportunities/attending the event or to gather more information contact: 
 

Tel: +91 80 4207 6803 
Fax: +91 80 4112 9429 

Email: contactus@besummits.com  

            Alma.francis@besummits.com 

            Sanju.kumar@besummits.com 
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